Monday

09:00
OBA Foyer
Floor 6 & 7

10:00-11:30
OBA Theater
Floor 7

11:30-13:00
OBA Forum
Floor 6

13:00-14:00
Floor 7

14:00-15:30
OBA Forum
Floor 6

parallel:
KEYNOTES & FIRESIDE-CHATS

Learning by making
Jeanne Vogt, NDOE Forum for digital Arts
Juka Andre, Körber Foundation
Hamburg Code Week
Katri Vermeulen, waag
Kimon Morebeck, Kennisland

OBA Theater
Floor 7

STUDENT TALKS

Transitioning from disposable student to world reforer Eva-Lisa Janssen, Founder Academy
Education as the key to end poverty Jaja Sona Chin, Founder Sona Pushkar Project

OBA Forum
Floor 6

parallel:
KEYNOTES & FIRESIDE-CHATS

Learning place design
Gereon Uerz, Arup
Stephanie Akkoa Hughes, AKKA Architects

Herenzaal 6.4
Floor 6

STUDENT TALKS

Future Skills - are you ready for the human superpower? Isabel Fries, MSc Student at Copenhagen Business School and University of Cambridge
Living an extraordinary life: the future of work and education Tom Marshall, Founder of Extraordinary Life

Singelzaal 6.3
Floor 6

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS

The World of Code - engaging in 1,000 coding events in a city Catharina Koller, Körber Foundation Hamburg
Theresa Grotekind, Foloki

Keizerzaal 6.5
Floor 6

Physical computing: drawing robots Tomi Duva & Students, Aalto University - Department of Arts

Zaal 6.1
Floor 6

A unique educational innovation for self-directed learning Ilja Bleo, University of Amsterdam and Cha Comeniusnetwerk

Zaal 6.2
Floor 6

Two perspectives on maker education: arts vs. science Frank Vloet, Katri Vermeulen, waag

Open Space
Floor 6

parallel:
KEYNOTES & FIRESIDE-CHATS

Learning by making
Jeanne Vogt, NDOE Forum for digital Arts
Juka Andre, Körber Foundation
Hamburg Code Week
Katri Vermeulen, waag
Kimon Morebeck, Kennisland

OBA Theater
Floor 7

TEACHER TALKS

"Placemaking: Estafette for City Makers - a student program with city actors" Joris Buus & Katri Vermeulen
Institute for Interdisciplinary Studies, Amsterdam University

"Open Maths - a team based blended learning course" Open University Utrecht

"Futures Literacy Labs" Loes Damhof, Hanzehogeschool Groningen, National Teacher of the Year 2016

INTERACTIVE WORKSHOPS

Growing a community of school teachers for maker centered learning Kennisland, Kimon Morebeck and Dennis van den Berg

How can we make use of co-creative learning to contribute to circular economy Anna Kaminsky, Uppsala University

SHARING SESSION
moderated by ELIG and OBA

GET TOGETHER

parallel:
OPEN SPACE
Pop-up learning spaces Libraries without borders / Ideabox

Open & citizen science learning Sensebox
Jonge Waddenacademie

Hacking & making Hacker School NDOE Forum for Digital Arts

Virtual reality learning: Beat the street Samsung & Stichting TeamA T

We are all teachers - we are all learners Peer to Peer University

Paper Magic expo: bridging the physical and digital world curated by Heidy van Beurden

OBA Next – A library of the future for Amsterdam Student project by MIT School of Architecture in partnership with OBA / Exhibition

SPONSORS

ARUP

PARTNERS

www.bravenewlearning.nl